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a b s t r a c t

A 3D-structured photocatalytic media was designed for allowing a tubular reactor to work in a traversing-
flow mode at low pressure drops with a strong increase in the surface area-to-volume ratio inside the
reactor. A protective polysiloxane coating was performed for protecting a structured polyurethane foam
and anchoring the active TiO2 particles. Filled with the 3D-structured solid foam supporting TiO2 photo-
vailable online 12 October 2009
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catalyst, the reactor could thus take advantages from the static mixer effect and from the low pressure
drop resulting from the reticulated foam support. Very efficient decontamination levels towards airborne
Legionella pneumophila bacteria were reached in a single-pass test mode.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ir decontamination
acteria removal
olid foam

. Introduction

Recently, De Lasa et al. have stated, “there is general agree-
ent that an important obstacle in the development of highly

fficient photocatalytic reactors is the establishment of effective
eactor designs for intermediate and large-scale use, as demanded
y industrial and commercial applications” [1]. They claimed that
chieving a successful commercial implementation will require the
ptimization of several reactor design parameters, such as the pho-
oreactor geometry, the type of photocatalyst and the utilization of
adiated energy.

The slurry reactor is actually an efficient and widespread reac-
or configuration, although it strongly suffers notably from the need
f restrictive filtration processes for recovering the photocatalyst
articles. This drawback could be overcome by the development of

mmobilized TiO2 photoreactors, the photocatalyst being coated
n the reactor walls surrounding the light source or anchored

o a solid supports such as listed by De Lasa et al. [1]. In this
onfiguration, immobilized catalyst photoreactors allow a con-
inuous use of the photocatalyst, although they actually suffer
rom drawbacks like a low surface area-to-volume ratio, a low

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 3 68 85 28 11; fax: +33 3 68 85 27 61.
E-mail address: nkeller@chimie.u-strasbg.fr (N. Keller).

304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.10.013
light utilization efficiency, non-negligible pressure drops, cata-
lyst fouling or wash out, and possible mass transfer limitations
[2].

The removal of airborne chemical or biological pollutants is a
promising field of applications for photocatalysis, and the treat-
ment of relatively large gas flows with low pressure drops together
with a good photocatalyst irradiation and an efficient photocat-
alyst/reactant contact remains challenging [3]. Novel designs of
photocatalytic reactors are thus expected to be engineered for
overcoming restrictive efficiency limitations and meeting the per-
formance requirements for achieving a successful commercial
implementation.

Among several strategies, many photocatalytic reactor config-
urations and designs have been developed for air applications
[1,3–6]. The annular geometry remains interesting for controlling
volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions in indoor air, since it
benefits from a maximal direct and radial irradiation issued from
the lamp located inside the inner central tube of the reactor. How-
ever, this annular reactor configuration suffers from a low area of
photocatalyst per unit reactor volume, which is strongly restric-

tive in terms of gas velocity. In parallel, the need for a good contact
between the air and the photocatalyst when processing high flows
at a low pressure drop has put forward the use of porous or mul-
tichannel materials, among which honeycomb-shaped monoliths
were investigated from both modelling and experimental aspects

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:nkeller@chimie.u-strasbg.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.10.013
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7–10]. However, the monolith-based materials also suffer from
oor irradiation distribution, although progress can be made by
ptimizing the distribution of irradiation in such reactors [11].

Recently, Zahraa and co-workers studied the influence of the
eometry of a monolith support on the efficiency of photo-
atalysts for air cleaning, by designing Nd-YAG laser assisted
tereolithography-shaped epoxy resins as 3D supports for TiO2
ayers, and further by investigating the static mixer, the crossed
hannels and the star geometry configurations using methanol as
odel VOC [12]. They developed a model that described the basic

henomena involved, such as light absorption, hydrodynamic and
ransfer processes and also reaction kinetics.

Following the pioneering work of Lin and Valsaraj [13] on
astewater treatment, Moulijn and co-workers have combined

oth honeycomb-shaped monolith and optical fiber approaches,
ith “side light fibers” evenly distributed inside a ceramic mono-

ith structure, on the inner walls of which a TiO2 photocatalyst was
oated [14]. This geometry was interesting for taking advantages
rom the remote delivery of photon to the reactive sites of the
hotocatalysts.

Recently solid foam structures received more and more interest
s catalytic support in order to overcome some of the drawbacks of

conventional’ packed beds. This attractive medium in the catalysis
eld has a highly permeable porous structure with high porosity
0.60–0.95), which enables a considerable reduction of the pressure
rop along the catalyst bed even at high space velocity, together
ith a high effectiveness in mass transfer properties [15,16].

Jain and Pradeep used the bactericidal properties of silver
anoparticles anchored on a polyurethane foam for obtaining a log-
rithmic abatement of 5 over Escherichia coli contaminated water at
water flow rate of 0.5 L/min and a residence time close to 1 s [17].
he silver nanoparticles were uniformly coated on the foam with
ossible interactions with the nitrogen atoms of the polyurethane.
he authors claimed that the coated foam can be used as a low
ost drinking water filter in developing countries where bacterial
ontamination of the surface water is a health risk.

Yamamoto and Imai prepared foam-based photocatalysts, with
he synthesis of anatase titania nanoparticle foams with open cel-
ular structure by calcination of polyacrylamide gels containing
itanyl sulfate and urea [18]. The titania foams showed under UV-A
llumination a disappearance rate 2.5 and 4 times greater than that
hown by fluffy commercial TiO2 P25 in the case of methylblue
ye decomposition in water and gas phase acetaldehyde removal,
espectively. The performances were attributed to the high acces-
ibility and the high transparency of UV light due to an open
ellular structure with wide channels and thin walls. Using the
hotocatalytic oxidation of 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene in
ater, Ochuma et al. evidenced the interesting performances of a

iO2-coated alumina reticulated foam monolith inserted inside an
nnular photoreactor, compared to a slurry reactor [19].

Crossing-over between photocatalysis and life science is a
rowing research area, since Matsunaga et al. opened the door
y reporting on the microbiocidal effects of TiO2 in water [20].
his gave rise to extensive research in the field of the bio-
ogical applications of TiO2 photocatalysis, mainly dealing with
elf-decontaminating surfaces, or water disinfection using TiO2
uspensions [21–24]. In contrary to surface and liquid phase appli-
ations, works on the photocatalytic disinfection of contaminated
ir by pure UV-A photocatalysis remained scarce, mainly target-
ng E. coli and Legionella pneumophila bacteria, Bacillus atrophaeus
ndospores, MS2 and � phage viruses, despite the great inter-

st for public health reasons and a large spectrum of applications
25–29]. This resulted probably from the difficulty in generating
eproducible airborne microorganism contaminated airflows, from
he representative airflow sampling, and from the setting of specific
iological numeration techniques.
Materials 175 (2010) 372–381 373

Here, regarding the need for low pressure drop and high contact
surface photoreactors, we report on the use of reticulated alveolar
polyurethane foam as 3D-structured photocatalytic support. UV-
A photocatalysis was used for the efficient on-stream treatment of
airborne L. pneumophila bacteria at a 5 m3/h airflow, this bacteria
being used as model biological target and remaining also a prob-
lematic microorganism responsible for the legionnaire’s disease
and the Pontiac fever. The photocatalytic material was character-
ized and its impact on the decontamination efficiency of a tubular
photoreactor was pointed out.

2. Experimental

2.1. Material preparation

2.1.1. The polyurethane foams
The foam can be manufactured with different geometries and

shapes, allowing for example the adjustment of axial or radial flow
patterns in the reactor. The pore structure of typical commercial
foams, shown in Fig. 1, evidenced a high degree of interconnectivity
through the entire matrix of the foams. The small thickness of the
struts constituting the solid foams is beneficial to mass transfer
properties. Most characteristic parameters are the size of the cell
(˚), the windows (or pore diameter (a)), which can be measured
by several techniques and correlated with the pore density (the
number of pores per linear inch, ppi) and the struts diameter (ds).

2.1.2. Protection of the PU foam and TiO2 deposition
Dynasylan® SIVO 110 (Evonik) is a monodispersed silica sol

modified with organofunctional silanes. Due to a high concentra-
tion of active silanol functions, it can chemically bond to surfaces
of suited materials (such as TiO2 in the present study) and achieves
a high degree of crosslinking by formation of 2D and 3D silox-
ane networks. During curing, functionalized SiO2 sol-particles align
into a dense packed structure and are covalently incorporated into
the siloxane network for providing hardness and scratch resis-
tance to the formed composite. The formation of the polysiloxane
protective film occurred through condensation steps between Y-
(CH2)n-Si(OH)3 molecules and by reacting further with hydroxyl
surface groups of TiO2 particles. The organic function of this bifunc-
tional organosilanetriol molecule, i.e. the Si-bonded epoxy groups,
is responsible for the grafting of the film onto the organic surface
of the PU.

The protection of the PU foam rings was performed following a
three step procedure. The rings were first immersed in a SIVO110
solution at 50% (v/v) in ethanol. Opening of alveolus that could be
possibly closed by the film was then achieved under pressurized air
for a few seconds, before the final polymerization step at 120 ◦C for
15 min in air was performed. This sequence was triplicated. A final
immersion of the protected PU foam into the SIVO110 ethanol solu-
tion was performed, but without any polymerization treatment, so
that a viscous film remained at the PU ring surface, available for
anchoring the TiO2 powder after the evaporation of the ethanol
solvent at room temperature. A final polymerization step at 150 ◦C
for 30 min in air was performed for allowing the chemical bond-
ing between the photocatalyst and the protected PU foam to be
achieved.

2.2. Characterization techniques

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was carried out on a

JSM6700F JEOL microscope.

Experimental pressure drop was measured using the appara-
tus described in Ref. [30], equipped with a 0–200 mbar differential
pressure sensor, on 0.1 m long materials varying the gas velocity in
the 0–8 m/s range.
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Fig. 1. Polyurethane foam images, evidencing the cell size (˚

The light transmission through the structured media was mea-
ured by comparing the (I0) intensity of the UV-A lamp at the
aximum intensity wavelength to that of the transmitted light

fter passing through the foam (It), using a RPS900 SpectrILight
adiometer. The It/I0 behavior was obtained by changing the thick-
ess t of the foam.

Quantitative analysis was achieved by epifluorescence
icroscopy using the “LIVE/DEAD Baclight Bacterial Viability

it®” (Invitrogen®) as appropriate viability indicator and staining
ethod based on a membrane integrity test. This double stain-

ng method is based on two stains, propidium iodide (PI) and
YTO9TM, which differ in their ability to penetrate bacterial cells
31]. Based on the fluorescent properties of dyes bound to specific
ell components, fluorescence methods are considered as the
asiest way to count the number of viable bacteria, and provide a
irect count since they rely on the direct observation of the cells
nd allow targeting of very specific characteristics of the state or
f the metabolic activity of a microorganism.

This numeration procedure is based on the non-selectivity of the
YTO9TM stain towards the integrity of cell membranes: SYTO9TM

enetrates the cell membrane whatever its integrity (integrate as
ell as damaged membranes), whereas PI only enters the damaged

ells. With integrate membranes, the SYTO9TM–DNA complex lets
he living cells fluoresce green, while the higher affinity of PI to DNA
emoves the SYTO9TM–DNA complex when both dyes are present,
nd PI reacts with the DNA, which lets the dead cells emit red light.
s a consequence, when used alone, SYTO9TM stain labels both liv-

ng and dead bacteria, while in contrast, PI stain labels only bacteria
ith damaged membranes. More details can be found in a recent

eview [31].
.3. Experimental device, procedure and protocols

The micropilot used for the single-pass UV-A photocatalytic
reatment of contaminated air, located inside a safety glove
ox adapted for airborne bacteria manipulations, both previously

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the tubular photoreactor (left)
window size (a) and the strut diameter (ds) characteristics.

described [27] and schematized in Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion. It consists of an air inlet line composed of glass vessels and
filters for purifying the air introduced from a compressor, from oil
residue, dust particles, gaseous pollutants and contamination by
external microorganisms. Sterilization was achieved using a Kleen-
pack filter with Emflon® PFR Membrane Assemblies (Pall) with a
cut-off of 0.003 �m. A glass vessel was filled with activated char-
coal for removing gaseous contaminants. An aqueous suspension of
L. pneumophila bacteria was aerosolized in the inlet airflow at a con-
trolled injection rate using a peristaltic pump. The contaminated air
flow subsequently passed through the single-pass photocatalytic
reactor, and the bacteria in the effluent stream were further col-
lected on-line downstream of the photoreactor in a glass bubble
column containing sterile water. To prevent any release of bac-
teria out of the glove box, another Kleenpack filter was placed
downstream of the column, before the final outlet flow evacua-
tion.

Due to their low bacteria concentration, the collected sus-
pensions (50 mL) were first concentrated, by filtering them on a
25 mm diameter and 0.4 �m porosity black polycarbonate Isopore
Filter Membrane (Millipore). The bacteria-loaded filter was then
deposited on the microscope slide, and further impregnated with
a SYTO9 or PI aqueous solution (160 �L). Extensive details can be
found in Ref. [31]. Whatever the dye, the staining was performed
for 15–20 min.

The reactor consisted of a 26 cm length and 7 cm diameter stain-
less steel tubular reactor, with a 1.8 cm diameter commercial 8W
UV-A black-light (spectral peak centred at 365 nm, BLB F8 T5 model
from Philips) axially maintained at the centre of the reactor. In the
case of the tubular reactor working in the seep-flow mode, the TiO2
coating was performed by evaporating to dryness aqueous slurry

of the TiO2 and the coated reactor was further dried at 110 ◦C for
1 h in air. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the tubular reactor
working in the seep-flow mode, and of the tubular photoreactor
filled with the 3D-structured reticulated solid foam for working in
a traversing-flow mode (with a 2.5 cm foam thickness).

without and (right) with the 3D-structured foam.
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by the polysiloxane protective coating, evidencing the homoge-
neous and smooth surface coverage, although some inevitable
cracks could be observed at the sample surface. After the homo-
geneous deposition of TiO2 particles, evidenced by Fig. 3B, the
S. Josset et al. / Journal of Haza

L. pneumophila (strain GS3.11) was grown within 24 h at 37 ◦C
n agar plates (Buffered Charcoal Yeast Extract Medium, BCYE,
iomérieux), from a −80 ◦C stored strain sample. About 10 glass
eads and 2 mL of distilled water were added to each plate under
terile conditions before vigorous shaking in order to recover the
eads with the bacteria. The concentrated solution was further
iluted for obtaining a total volume of 40 mL. Finally, few glass
eads were added to the suspension for performing a brief shaking

n order to disaggregate bacterial packs.

.4. Logarithmic reduction in viability and bacteria survival
robability

The decimal logarithmic abatement or logarithmic reduction
LR) was considered as the efficiency indicator associated to a liquid
r surface disinfection process for expressing results in microbiol-
gy, rather than the percents as when working with chemicals. This
ndicator compared the concentrations before and after the treat-

ent, so that the treatment efficiency was defined by this ratio,
xpressed in magnitude order for overcoming the low precision
f biological numerations [31]. However, this way of calculation
as only representative if the totality of the microorganisms could

e numerated, and in the present study, the numeration could
nfortunately not be performed over the totality of the bacteria.
herefore, the fluorophore-based epifluorescence microscopy was
referred as powerful technique for numerating both live and dead
acteria. The viability of bacteria in the inlet and the outlet streams,
efined as the ratio between the live bacteria and both live and
ead bacteria in the air sampling was thus to consider. The viabil-

ty of the bacteria in the inlet air corresponded to the viability of
he starting suspension (�i), whereas the viability of the bacteria in
he outlet air corresponded to the viability of the collected suspen-
ion (�o). It should be noted that the absence of any influence of
oth aerosolization and collection processes on the bacteria viabil-

ty has been checked. As a result, the logarithmic reduction has been
eplaced by the logarithmic reduction in viability (LRV) expressed
s follows:

RV = log
�i

�o

ith �i and �o being the viability of bacteria in the inlet and outlet
tream, respectively.

In addition, the probability Pv for a bacteria to come out of the
eactor alive was given by Pv = 10−LRV.

Considering that the experimental probability Pv corresponded
o the survival probability for a reactor of length Lr = 26 cm, i.e.
v = P(Lr = 26), and assuming the first hypothesis of a first order
inetic and a of Plug Flow Reactor mode, the survival probability
er unit of reactor length could be defined as P(1) = P(L)1/L. The sur-
ival probability of a bacteria as a function of the reactor length
L) could thus be given by P(L) = P(1)L. In a first assumption, this
robability was interesting for roughly extrapolating the decon-
amination efficiency of the photocatalytic reactors as a function
f the reactor length. The illumination power corresponding to a
eactor length of L should be extrapolated to 8xL/26 W to provide a
onstant illumination whatever the reactor length.

. Characterization of the 3D-structured alveolar foam
aterials

.1. Morphological parameters
Several researchers have developed relations between the
acroscopic structural parameters of the solid foams such as the

trut diameter, the pore size and the relative foam density (or
orosity), available in routine measurements, and no general con-
Materials 175 (2010) 372–381 375

sensus was observed up to now due to the complexity of the
geometric shape of these porous medium. These cells could be mod-
elled for example by a polyhedra [32], tetrakaidecahedron [15,33],
or cubic form [34].

Fig. 3A shows the SEM image of the PU foam surface passivated
Fig. 3. SEM images of (A) the PU foam surface passivated by the polysiloxane coating,
(B) the homogeneous TiO2 coating and (C) a scratched zone evidencing the thickness
of both polysiloxane and TiO2 coatings on the PU surface.
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mooth aspect of the surface of the protected polyurethane foam
as changed into the rough aspect shown by the surface of the TiO2
article coating. This rough nature could be of high interest for bet-
er impacting the micrometer-size bacteria compared to a smooth
urface. A scratched zone of the sample shown in Fig. 6C allowed
he mean thickness of the TiO2 coating and of the polysiloxane layer
eing evaluated at 10 �m.

.2. Geometrical surface area and open porosity

One of the interests of using the 3D-structured alveolar foam

s the high gain in surface exposed to the reaction flow per unit
eactor volume, and thus the increase in the surface area-to-reactor
olume ratio, compared to a tubular photocatalytic reactor with a
hin inner layer of TiO2. The gain in surface available for performing
hotocatalysis was therefore an important parameter to evaluate.

ig. 4. (A) PU foam roll with its Z-coordinate and top-view of the cross-section slice at Z = z
ixed slices. (C) Raw image of a PU foam–silicone mixed slice. (D) Image of a PU foam–s

fter increasing the contrast. (F) Treatment of the PU foam cross-section slices using Matla
ubbles, black&white reverse treatment and maximized contrast; (bottom left) image aft
etermination and perimeter measurement). (For interpretation of the references to colo
Materials 175 (2010) 372–381

The specific surface area of the solid foams could be determined
as a function of the porosity, the pore diameter or the strut diam-
eter. The main difference reported in literature was due to the
different geometrical models used for describing the solid foam
matrix. Independently of the pore size, the evolution of the spe-
cific surface area as a function of the solid foam porosity showed
very close results with different models developed by Lacroix et
al. [30], Fourie and Du Plessis [32] and Buciuman and Kraushaar-
Czarnetzki [33]. All the models exhibited a linear relationship with
the pore diameter.

Only few authors compare the estimated specific surface area

with the experimental data. Tadrist et al. [34] and Moreira and
Coury [35] measured the specific surface area in m−1 by image anal-
ysis. The authors have considered the perimeters of the solid phase
of a cross-section of the foam and multiplied it by the length. In this
context, the following paragraph describes a method for evaluat-

(the intersection perimeters and surfaces are reported in red). (B) PU foam–silicone
ilicone mixed slice after bubble filling. (E) Image of a PU foam–silicone mixed slice
b®; (top left) raw image of a PU foam cross-section slice; (top right) Image with filled
er removal of “isolated” pixels (i.e. only with filled surface); (bottom right) outline
r in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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high porosity foam (Fig. 5B). An empirical foam thickness of 2.5 cm
has thus been chosen for maintaining a light transmission greater
than 10% within the reactor, corresponding to a 7 cm width reac-
tor.
S. Josset et al. / Journal of Haza

ng the gain in surface provided by the filling of the reactor by the
D-structured alveolar foam compared to a hollow tubular pho-
oreactor with TiO2 covering the inner surface of the reactor wall.
ollowing that, the foam roll was discretized into slices of thickness
z and the geometrical surface developed by each elemental slice
as derived. In parallel, the foam porosity could also be derived, by

alculating the intrinsic volume of matter in each elemental slice.
Regarding a PU foam cylinder of height L, each z X-coordinate led

o ascribe P(z) and A(z) as the total perimeter and the total surface,
f the intersections of the PU foam with the plane expressed as Z = z,
espectively (Fig. 4A). The geometrical surface S and the volume V
f the PU foam could be rigorously defined as

=
∫ L

0

P(z)dz V =
∫ L

0

A(z)dz

Then, they could be expressed as

= L

(
1
L

∫ L

0

P(z)dz

)
= L × Pr V = L

(
1
L

∫ L

0

A(z)dz

)
= L × Ar

ith Pr and Ar, being respectively the mean real values of the
erimeter and of the surface of the intersection of the Z = z plane
ith the PU foam contained inside the control cylinder for z rang-

ng from 0 to L. Assuming a division of the control cylinder into n
qually-thick slices, both expressions could be represented as

r = lim
n→∞

1
n

n∑
k=0

P
(

k
L

n

)
Ar = lim

n→∞
1
n

n∑
k=0

A
(

k
L

n

)

As a result, the measurement of the surface and of the perimeter
f N control cylinder slices (N being a finite number) led to estimate
r and Ar, and thus both surface and volume of the PU foam per
olume unit. Bigger N, more precise the estimation.

Experimentally, a PU foam roll (18 mm diameter and 20 mm
eight, foam with cell size ≥4800 �m) was used. Silicone oil-
uidized white silicone was further injected through a syringe

nside the roll, maintained inside a plastic rigid scroll. After a two
eek polymerization, the resulting inclusion was slowly pushed

ut of the tube and further sliced using a razor blade into 1 mm thick
lices (Fig. 4B). Images of the different slices were then taken using
n optical microscope (Fig. 4C, ×10 magnification, i.e. 1 pixel cor-
esponding to 0.0423 mm). The drawback related to the inevitable
ormation of bubbles during the inclusion step was overcome by

anually modifying the microscope images (Fig. 4D) before the
lack&white imaging contrast was further maximized for avoiding
hades that could be falsely assigned to PU (Fig. 4E). An example of
aw and treated images for a single slice is shown in Figs. 4F.

Taking into account a cross-section of the PU foam roll of
.54 cm2 for each of the N = 17 slices, the Pr perimeter and the
r surface of the bridge cross-sections could thus be derived

rom a home-made Matlab 7.0 soft: Pr = 31.3 mm ± 1.4 mm (CI95%)
nd Ar = 3.1 mm2 ± 0.0(2) mm2 (CI95%) for a 1 cm2 cross-section.
herefore, 1 cm3 of PU foam resulted in a geometrical sur-
ace of S = 3.1 cm2 ± 0.1 cm2 (CI95%) and a matter volume of
= 0.031 cm3 ± 0.0002 cm3 (CI95%). This volume corresponded to

he volume theoretically occupied by fully-compressed PU foam
ith no residual open porosity. This yielded to an open porosity

f the PU foam of 97%, with a specific (or effective) surface area
f about 310 m-1. Hollowing the reactor volume from the light-
ng tube volume, the 3D reticulated alveolar PU foam developed
surface area of 2850 cm2 inside the tubular reactor. Consider-
ng an available free volume of 1000 cm3 for the tubular reactor.
aking into account the 572 cm2 surface area exposed by the sur-
ounding reactor wall, the total surface inside the photoreactor
eached 3422 cm2, the gain in available surface area resulting
Materials 175 (2010) 372–381 377

from the filling of the reactor by the 3D foam was close to
500%.

3.3. Light transmission measurement

Fig. 5A shows the influence of the cell size and of the foam thick-
ness on the UV-A light transmission (mean sizes of 1900 �m and
4500 �m, and ≥4800 �m). The mean light transmission inside the
foams was modelled as a function of the distance L from the light
source, by a Tt = e−t/� decreasing exponential, with �1900 = 0.35 cm,
�4500 = 0.71 cm and �>4800 = 1.08 cm representing the characteris-
tic length for each PU foam. Increasing the mean cell size of the PU
foam improved the light transmission within the foam. Indeed, a
mean light transmission of about 10% was maintained for a foam
thickness of 2.5 cm for a 4800 �m cell size foam, whereas a simi-
lar light transmission was obtained for a thickness of 1.5 cm and
0.75 cm through a PU foam with a mean cell size of 4500 �m
and 1900 �m, respectively. It could be noted that the deposition
of the TiO2 photocatalyst did not significantly change the light
transmission within the foam, with a small decrease in transmit-
tance being observed, as a result of the very large cell size of the
Fig. 5. Transmittance as a function of the foam thickness and of the foam cell size.
The curves were fitted using a Tt = e−t/� decreasing exponential model, with � being
the characteristic length. (A) For naked PU foam, and (B) as a function of foam
treatment in the case of the 4500 �m cell size PU foam.
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.4. Pressure drop measurement

Targeting the development of a photocatalytic media for envi-
onmental applications results from the required necessity of
orking at low pressure drops notably, in order to remain within
low running cost sustainable chemistry approach. Fig. 6 shows

he pressure drop as a function of the inlet gas velocity measured
or the 3D-structured reticulated solid PU foam and a commercial
ilica fiber-based photocatalytic felt.

The photocatalytic foam media could be used at high linear gas
elocity, without causing significative pressure drops. It has been
erived from a quadratic modelling that working at a linear gas
elocity of 16.6 m/s on the solid foam resulted in a pressure drop
f 1 bar, whereas this level was reached for a linear gas velocity of
0.7 m/s for the commercial silica fiber-based material. Both mate-
ials led to low pressure drops when compared to usual HVAC
lters (heating, ventilation and air conditioning filters) incorpo-
ated inside ventilation systems and composed of agglomerated
–40 �m diameter fibers, or to low pressure drop gross G4 pre-
lters.

Therefore, an alveolar foam reactor could be considered as an
ntermediate structured reactor, between a filter-like media reactor
exposing a large active surface area but suffering from restrictive
ressure drops –, and a tubular reactor – exhibiting a low area of
hotocatalyst per unit reactor volume but without any pressure
rops. In addition, the alveolar solid foam benefits from its large-
ize alveolar structure for avoiding any plugging of the alveolus.

.5. Static mixer aspect

In parallel to the strong gain in surface area-to-reactor volume
atio, one of the main interests of using a reticulated alveolar struc-
ured foam as photocatalytic support resulted from its static mixer
ole, which led to a good mixing of the flow inside the reactor and
hus to an increase in the surface contact probability. The effect of
he three-dimensional reticulated foam on the mixing of the flow
i.e. static mixer effect) could be easily evidenced in liquid phase
y observing and comparing the flowing of the red amaranth dye,
lowly injected through a liquid syringe within a tubular glass reac-
or, filled or not with the foam media. Although this visualization
ook place in liquid phase rather in gas phase, it evidenced and

valuated the efficiency of the mixing in laminar regime flowing
ithin structured reactors resulting from the reactor filling by the

olid foam. Fig. 7 shows the liquid phase illustration of the static
ixer mode of the 3D reticulated PU foam working in two different

ig. 6. Pressure drop measurement versus gas velocity for: (�) 3D-structured foam
nd (�) commercial silica fiber-based photocatalytic felt.
Fig. 7. Illustration of the static mixer mode of the PU foam working in two different
laminar flow regimes, using red amaranth dye as probe molecule. Glass reactor
diameter of 4 cm and foam length of 6 cm. Inset: illustration with a thin 2 cm thick
solid foam.

laminar flow regimes, using red amaranth dye as probe molecule. It
was necessary to conduct the experiments in a laminar flow regime
so that the static mixer effect of the foam could be evidenced. The
figure illustrates the interest of using the structured foam reactor
in terms of mixing compared to a tubular reactor, even for a very
thin thickness of foam.

Thus, even in the case of flows unpropitious to a good mixing, as
a result of a low linear velocity or of a too strong inertia of the air-
borne microorganisms that could reduce the changes in trajectory
(the microorganisms being not considered as mass-free targets like
chemicals), the use of a static mixer such as the PU foam would
allow an efficient mixture to be obtained within the photocat-
alytic reactor. Therefore, it would increase the contact probability
between the target and the photocatalytic coating.

3.6. Evaluation of the protective coating efficiency

The efficiency of the coating treatment for creating a protec-
tive coating has been evaluated by evidencing the diffusion barrier
effect of the polysiloxane, by using the ability of the tetrahydro-
furane solvent (THF) to dilate the PU foam (Fig. 8A). The delay in
expansion of the PU samples with time when plunged into a THF
solution evaluated the protection efficiency as a function of the
number of protective layers. Fig. 8B and C show the evolution with
time immersed in THF, of four PU foam samples after 0–3 protec-
tive treatments. The sample expansion was followed by measuring
the foam size on photographs, with Ti(t) being the pixel number
of a sample coated by i protective films as a function of immersion
time, and by comparing the sample sizes through the adimensional
parameter �i(t), with Ti,max and Ti,min, being the maximal and the
minimal size of the sample i, respectively,

�i(t) = 100 × Ti,max − Ti(t)
Ti,max − Ti,min

Fig. 8C evidences the efficiency of the diffusion barrier pro-

vided by the SIVO coating. Indeed, 50% of the maximal expansion
was reached after only 5 min of THF immersion duration for the
raw non-protected PU foam, whereas this duration was delayed
by more than 30 min with a mono-layer coating, and even reached
60 min for the three-layer protected PU foam. An efficient protec-
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ig. 8. (A) Non-protected PU foam before and after dilatation by the THF solvent, w
he PU foam immersed in the THF solvent: from left-to-right, PU foams coated with
volution of the dimension-free �(t) parameter as a function of immersion time and
o color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article

ion of the foam towards chemicals could be already obtained with
mono-layer passivation of the foam, although it could be strongly

mproved further by forming a multi-layer coating.
Fig. 3A shows the presence of few cracks in the polysiloxane

oating for the mono-layer protected foam, probably formed dur-
ng the polymerization step at 120 ◦C. This could be attributed to
he first expansion of the organic foam support before contract-
ng during the cooling step, creating strains between the PU foam
urface and the polysiloxane film strongly bonded to the foam
urface, and therefore resulting in the appearance of few cracks.
n addition, the THF solvent could consequently slowly diffuse
hrough those irregularities till that the increasing internal strain
n the rigid polysiloxane film resulted in its crack, leading to a

assive diffusion of the solvent down to the organic polymeric
oam. Therefore adding additional protective layers was necessary

n order to fully protect the supporting PU foam, by clogging the pri-

ary cracks resulting from the formation of the first polysiloxane
ayer.

The number of polysiloxane layers has been arbitrarily fixed at
hree, for (i) efficiently protecting the PU surface towards the dif-
15% expansion coefficient measured after THF evaporation. (B) Time-evolution of
and 2 layers. The green line corresponded to the initial height of the samples. (C)

e number of layers formed at the foam surface. (For interpretation of the references

fusion of chemical species, and simultaneously, (ii) assuring the
mechanical stability of this 3D solid foam media by preventing the
organic functions binding the polysiloxane film to the PU surface
from a possible photocatalytic oxidation. Recently Paschoalino et al.
used polydimethylsiloxane and orthophthalic polyester polymers
for preparing flexible TiO2 coatings [36]. TiO2 films were also mod-
ified with PDMS by Novotná et al. for preparing photocatalytically
active TiO2/PDMS films [37].

4. Air decontamination tests

Table 1 shows the logarithmic reduction in viability and the
single-pass survival probability obtained through a TiO2-coated
and a foam-filled tubular photoreactor. The experiments were con-
ducted at a total air flow of 5 m3/h and the tests were performed

at a linear flow velocity of 0.36 m/s with a flow residence time of
1.5 s. It has been verified that the L. pneumophila bacteria was not
very sensitive to the aerosolization process, and therefore could
be considered as a valuable microorganism for investigating the
decontamination efficiency of the photocatalytic treatment.
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kinetic and a of Plug Flow Reactor, the survival probability P(L) for
L. pneumophila bacteria as a function of the reactor length L was
extrapolated by P(L) = 0.9824L for the tubular reactor, P(L) = 0.9152L

for the 3D-structured foam photocatalyst with aqueous coating,
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In the case of the empty photoreactor working in the seep-flow
ode (Fig. 2 left), 2 g of TiO2 P25 were coated onto the inner surface

f the tube, corresponding to a TiO2 surface density of 3.5 mg/cm2.
y contrast, the increase in available surface area resulting from the
se of the three-dimensional foam media, i.e. close to 500%, allowed
2 g of TiO2 to be incorporated inside the reactor, corresponding to
rather similar TiO2 surface density of 3.8 mg/cm2.

The TiO2-free protected PU foam did not show any bactericidal
roperties, with a LRV of −0.1 and a single-pass survival probability
f 118%. Obviously, obtaining a slightly negative LRV value and a
urvival probability slightly greater that 100% was not surprisingly
n the microbiology field. This resulted from the work with biolog-
cal agents – and airborne biological targets especially –, and from
he accuracy of the epifluorescence numeration method. Such value
evels corresponded to a zero-decontamination activity. In addi-
ion, performing the decontamination test with the 3D-structured
oam photocatalyst with powder coating in the absence of any UV-

illumination did not result in any significant decontamination
fficiency, with a LRV of 0.1 and a single-pass survival probability
f 87%. Thus the decontamination efficiency obtained under UV-A
llumination and reported in Table 1 could totally be attributed to
he UV-A photocatalysis.

As a reference, the photocatalytic decontamination obtained on
he tubular photoreactor working in the seep-flow mode was evalu-
ted, with a LRV of 0.1 and a single-pass survival probability of 79%.
his resulted from both the low exposed surface area-to-volume
atio of this photoreactor configuration and the high velocity, point-
ng out the necessity to fill the reactor volume with a suitable media
or targeting working in a traversing-flow mode at high air flow
ates.

Such LRV and single-pass survival probability values remained
ithin the measurement error, greatly higher when working with

irborne biological agents than when targeting chemical VOC
emoval, and therefore could be considered as zero- or near zero-
econtamination efficiencies.

By contrast, using the 3D-structured foam photocatalyst with
queous coating led to a logarithmic reduction in viability of 1.0,
orresponding to a single-pass survival probability of 10%, even
or a short residence time of 1.5 s. Anchoring the TiO2 photocat-
lyst following the powder-based procedure resulted in slightly
etter decontamination performances than following the aqueous
rocedure. Indeed, the powder coating led to a high logarith-
ic reduction in viability of 1.3 and to a low single-pass survival

robability of 6%. The powder procedure resulted in a mean
2
iO2 surface density of 3.8 mg/cm , while a lower mean TiO2

urface density of 1.5 mg/cm2 was obtained using the aqueous
uspension procedure, with less TiO2 being anchored at the sub-
trate surface. In parallel, the SEM images (Fig. 9) showed the
oughness of the TiO2 coating obtained following the powder-

able 1
ogarithmic reduction in viability (LRV) and single-pass survival probability. Total
ir flow = 5 m3/h, flow velocity = 0.36 m/s, flow residence time = 1.5 s.

Photoreactors LRV Single-pass survival
probability

TiO2-coated annular reactor
Without any UV-A 0.0 91%
With UV-A 0.1 79%

3D-structured foam reactor
Naked 3D-structured foam with no
TiO2 and no UV-A

(−0.1) (118%)

3D-structured foam with aqueous
coating

1.0 10%

3D-structured foam with powder coating
Without UV-A 0.1 87%
With UV-A 1.31 6%
Fig. 9. SEM images of a foam bridge with powder coating.

based procedure that could be strongly positive for impacting
the bacteria onto the coating surface, helped by the anfractu-
osities developed by the rough surface, and therefore increasing
the residence time of the bacteria inside the photoreactor. This
highlighted the interest of using the powder-based deposition
procedure for designing a foam-based photocatalytic treatment
for decontaminating microorganism-containing flowing air. The
powder-based procedure displayed the advantage of leading to
a chemical binding between the substrate and the photocatalytic
grains, with a very stable composite material, whereas by contrast,
the aqueous suspension procedure suffered from mechanical sta-
bility problems and loss of TiO2 nanoparticle grains due to a bad
anchorage, resulting from the hydrophobic nature of the polysilox-
ane film.

Extrapolating for longer reactors the decontamination efficiency
obtained for a length of 26 cm was of interest for approximately
estimating the photoreactor length necessary for achieving a given
decontamination efficiency. This extrapolation was reported in
Fig. 10 for both 3D-structured foam photocatalysts, and com-
pared to the classical TiO2-coated photoreactor. According to the
P(L) = P(1)L relationship derived from the hypothesis of a first order
Fig. 10. Extrapolated survival probability P(L) for L. pneumophila bacteria as a
function of the photoreactor length L, in the case of the tubular reactor and the
3D-structured foam reactor with both powder and aqueous coatings.
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nd P(L) = 0.8913L for the 3D-structured foam photocatalyst with
owder-based coating.

. Conclusion

A 3D-structured reticulated polyurethane foam was used as sup-
ort of a TiO2 particle coating for designing an efficient low pressure
rop photocatalytic media allowing tubular reactors to work in a
raversing-flow mode rather than in a seep-flow mode. Prior to
he TiO2 deposition, the polyurethane foam was protected by an
norganic polysiloxane coating.

The reticulated foam-based media allowed a large increase in
he surface area per volume ratio of the reactor to be obtained,
ogether with an improved air-to-surface contact probability ratio
nduced by the static mixer nature of the foam. The ultra-low
ressure drops obtained even at high velocity should allow tubu-

ar reactors working in a traversing-flow mode and designing an
fficient single-pass decontamination process, targeting L. pneu-
ophila bacteria as model tool for airborne microorganisms. The

RV and bacteria survival probability have been chosen as suit-
ble indicators for evaluating the air decontamination efficiency
f the photocatalytic treatment when targeting airborne biologi-
al agents. Extrapolation as a function of the photoreactor length
onfirmed the high decontamination efficiency obtained with the
D-structured foam media. CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
tudies are ongoing for taking into account the illumination dis-
ribution through the foam.
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